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THE SPANISH DOMINATION

«The Betrothed» is the first Italian historical novel: published in 1827, the story takes place

in Lombardy between 1628 and 1630, in full Spanish dominance (started in 1553). Manzoni

wrote his novel after an accurate research; lots of the events told really happened: the

sister from Monza’s affairs, the famine, the plague and, of course, the war between French

and Spanish armies in Lombard territory.



THE SPANISH GOVERNMENT IN LOMBARDY

In Lombardy, the Spanish government was inefficient, or so Manzoni described it in his

novel. For instance, law was corrupted: there was a great difference and discrimination

between poor and powerful people, which we could also find in other spheres. The

educated didn't use Latin just to show their knowledge, but also to hide the rabble the

meaning of what they were writing. This is very evident in Manzoni's book, for instance

when lawyer Azzecca-Garbugli was speaking Latin to Renzo just to confuse him.



QUOTING MANZONI

At the time when the facts we are talking about happened,

that village, already considerable, was also a castle, and thus

it had the honour to host a commander, and the advantage

to own a stable Spanish soldiers garrison, who taught

modesty to women and young ladies from the village, they

caressed from now and then husbands' or fathers' shoulders;

and, at the end of the Summer, they never missed to spread

into vineyards, to thin out grapes, and to lighten vintage

efforts.



MANZONIAN SCHOOL IN CATALONIA

«El Europeo»

«El Vapor»

José Manuel 
Quintana

• The first Manzoni’s traces in Spain are in Catalonia,

in the journal «El Europeo», thanks to the

Bonaventura CarlesAribau’s circle;

• When «El Europeo» was shut down, Aribau

started a new journal, «El Vapor», where he

mentioned «The Betrothed»;

• José Manuel Quintana, the main exponent of the

late Spanish neo-classicism, was one of the first

readers of «The Betrothed».



«LOS NOVIOS»

«The Betrothed» was translated and published in Spain

with the title «Prometidos esposos» for the first time in

1833. The translator, Félix Enciso Castrillón, deleted every

critical mention to Spanish domination for reasons of

political order, but also some important chapters, enough

to be criticized by the Spanish liberal press of the time.

After that there were thirteen different translations just

in the Nineteenth Century and now the book can be

found with the title «Los Novios».
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